Raised Not To Hope Too Hard
Alex's Interlocutor

By Daisy Magazines

T
ing is everything. For self-employed journalist Evan Weiner, it was good.

For Chargers football teamer Alex Spanos, having an "altogether amazing" television broadcast signatory Evan's comments. "Te
ing is everything." Spanos told the story of how he first encountered Evan at a charity benefit in San Diego. spanos stated, "I saw Evan and he said, 'How do you do? I'm<span> from the Chargers.' Spanos said. Evan had previously signed an autograph for Spanos at a game and Spanos was impressed by Evan's enthusiasm and personality. Evan's interaction with Spanos was so positive that it led to their current relationship. Evan's dedication to the Chargers has impressed Spanos and Spanos has been a strong supporter of the team ever since.

Bonita's First Blood

By Bill Masson

W
t when the kids get off the trolley at San
ted three years ago, we

1.000 miles west of San Diego. The board was

According to the dog's owner, Mrs. Brown,

"I was looking for my dog, Jack, and when I

Mrs. Brown, the owner of Jack, explained that

Mrs. Brown said, "I was just

The event was sponsored by the San Diego Humane Society, which has been

The volunteers worked tirelessly to

At the end of the event, the volunteers served refreshments to the participants.

The event was enjoyed by the participants and the community as a whole.

The following day, the event was repeated with similar success.

The event was a great success and it will be repeated in the future.

Life's a beach

A San Diego training center, founded in 2000 by Dr. Kevin Dau, is dedicated to the rehabilitation of injured military veterans. The center has helped many veterans return to their normal lives, providing them with the support and resources they need. The center provides a variety of programs, including physical therapy, emotional support, and vocational training. The center has helped many veterans to overcome their injuries and live fulfilling lives. The center is committed to helping as many veterans as possible and is always looking for new ways to improve its services. The center is located at 123 Main Street, San Diego, CA 92101.

The center provides a variety of programs, including physical therapy, emotional support, and vocational training. The center has helped many veterans to overcome their injuries and live fulfilling lives. The center is committed to helping as many veterans as possible and is always looking for new ways to improve its services. The center is located at 123 Main Street, San Diego, CA 92101.
"We’ve had a dose of our own medicine!"

Staff and Doctors (a.k.a. "patients") of La Jolla Cosmetic Surgery Centre

I could not be happier with the results. It is so much easier to do things now that I am not in pain. Plus, I am not self-conscious anymore. The staff is very professional and their customer service is excellent. I highly recommend this place to anyone who needs cosmetic surgery.

- Wally Jaynes


dismissed by these organizations of certification and surgical training.
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SHEEP AND GOATS

PLACES OF WORSHIP REVIEWED

Book Description: Baptist General Conference
Location: 1145 Educational Way, Spring Valley, 560-479-0401
Year founded locally: 1846
Pastor: Rev. John Lee
Rental fees: $25 per hour
Church school enrollment: 175
Annual budget: $250,000
Vandalism: 3 times in 5 years
Parking: 200 spaces

Eagle Rock Baptist Church
Location: 11650 Eagle Rock Blvd., Los Angeles, 560-347-6500
Pastor: Rev. William Brown
Church school enrollment: 200
Annual budget: $300,000
Vandalism: 5 times in 5 years
Parking: 200 spaces

Cone de Oro Baptist Church
Spring Valley

Screening

The product of the exhaustive thought of a master designer, this device represents a new concept in electronic communication. It is a compact, lightweight device that is easy to carry and use. The screen is clear and easy to read, and the device is easy to navigate. The product is a valuable addition to any electronic communication system.

Special Features:

- Voice-activated dialing
- Dual-mode operation
- Long battery life
- Water-resistant

For more information, please contact your local retailer or visit our website: www.sheepandgoats.com

Vision Correction Surgery
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FREE ONE-ON-THE-COUNTY EXAM AND VISION CORRECTION SCREENING SHOW! SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT TODAY!
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There is a difference in eye care providers...

EYEGlasses and Glasses Replacement

GUARANTEED: If you are not satisfied with the results of your treatment, you will receive a full refund of your money back. For more information, call 1-800-555-4EYES.

CONTACT LENS EXAM & SERVICES

EXTENDED WEAR... and...

WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITIVE PRICE!

For more information, call 1-800-555-4EYES or visit our website: www.sheepandgoats.com
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Motorola WebStar 7860

Dual Mode CDMA Digital/Analog
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Camera Protection

Wall Mounting Kit
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Electronic Phone Directory

Loaded with new features

2-Year InfoPlanet Warranty

Introducing Our Great Airline Packages!

Connecting Your World!

InfoPlanet

509 Prospekt Street in La Jolla
858-456-8444
abdominal pain?

If you are:
• Over the age of 18
• Diagnosed with Irritable Bowel Syndrome
• Suffer from abdominal pain/discomfort and altered bowel habits
you may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study.

Study participants receive the following at no cost:
• Investigational study medication
• Study-related testing
• Medical examinations

For more information, call damtji research center: 619-293-0644

Can You Handle Night Of Torture?

WHY

SHOULD YOU?

BEACH SLEEP’S frugal pricing makes owning a fine quality mattress so affordable...and so easy!

You don’t need to suffer through another night of discomfort. Now you can own a premium-quality mattress that will give you many nights of sound sleep for a price you won’t match anywhere else.

Leader Mattress

FOUR LOCATIONS IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY

CARLSBAD VILLAGE 267 STATE STREET 760-720-3700
MISSION HILLS 4020 GOLDFINCH ST 619-692-3377
PACIFIC BEACH 1145 QUITET AVE 858-274-3406
PACIFIC BEACH 101 GRAND AVE 858-272-4500

C-dependent 1.
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C-dependent 1.

Do you have an ulcer or some history of ulcer in the past 5 years?

Or do you have any of the following symptoms?
• Abdominal pain
• Feeling full when eating
• Nausea
• Gas

If you meet these criteria and you are over the age of 18, you may be eligible to participate in a clinical research trial of an investigational medication for the treatment of Helicobacter pylori bacteria.

Qualified participants will receive a study-related medical evaluation, life work and study medication at no cost. For more information or to enroll in this study please contact Dianne Troyer

MEDICAL ASSOCIATES RESEARCH GROUP 858-282-2343
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• Eyewear
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Saffron

families decorated the front of their houses with little ceramic birds. But when I turned onto our street, you could see the socks of clothes drying, people talking, people arguing. The sounds of our neighbors. And everybody’s kitchen window looked out on the street. And when I turned onto our street, I smelled sulfur coming from our kitchen. I knew someone special was cooking dinner — an uncle, an aunt, someone nice.

My friend Ryan was calling from Los Angeles to talk about the results of the Russian election. He was excited that the reformers had done well, but a few minutes later his enthusiasm dissolved into melancholy. The election was an excuse for him to talk about "back home" and how sad he was.

"The reason I could smell the sulfur was that there was something very nice, very special, you always smelled your kitchen window in your neighbors’ food, you always knew there was something special, something you could smell. It was something that smelled like sulfur, I mean, very good, you had to take your neighbors in place of a neighbor. Sulfur was a way of demonstrating, of showing off. It meant that your neighbors were better than your neighbors. In fact, you gave it the best of everything. The best thing about sulfur was that it was something expensive. You used it when you cooked for guests. Rich people on sulfur with their rice all the time, but in our middle-class neighborhood, it was something that you maybe only once in a week.

In the rice whenever I smelled it, I remembered this feeling of excitement that I got when I was coming home from school. How I'd remember the two Justinian facts I had to memorize. The numbers from which I thought about the best smell of the world, even better than spices. I remember the sulfur and I smell it forever. It always smells a special smell. The farmers who smelled sulfur, I wanted to smell it. They're the farmers. And I wanted to smell it. They wanted to smell it. They wanted to smell it. They wanted to smell it.

My mother used to buy the best sulfurous rice with a bit of garlic and a bit of rice in it. She'd cook it and put it over baguettes and put it on toast. She would put it over the rice and put it over the rice. She would put it over the rice and put it over the rice. She would put it over the rice and put it over the rice. She would put it over the rice and put it over the rice. She would put it over the rice and put it over the rice.
Raising Not To Hope Too Hard

Through a computer search of four used book dealers, I located several secondhand copies of the book. I read with plastic and white marking caps on my eyes, and with my corners of the mind, I read the nearly 100 literary sections, as well as interviews and reviews, no more than 10 years old, of Dessa Rose. The book was a bestseller in the American market. It was the story of a young black child, born in Kentucky, who was sold into slavery and never found her parents. She was eventually bought by a slave trader and sold into slavery again.

By contrast, Dessa Grubb's review of August 3, 1996, for the Washington Post, opened with the chilling phrase: "Dessa Rose makes me into the white woman reading her story: "I kill white men... I kill white men."

Dessa Grubb's review was the most scathing of all the reviews, and it was this review that I was reading in my attempt to understand the book. My reading of the book was not only cathartic, but it was also a reminder of the power of literature to change and shape our understanding of the world.

Through the words of Dessa Grubb, I was transported back to the days of slavery, and I was able to see the world through the eyes of a young black girl who was forced to endure the horrors of slavery. The book was a powerful testament to the resilience of the human spirit, and it was a reminder of the importance of literature in shaping our understanding of the world.

I found myself moved to tears as I read the story of Dessa Rose, and I was grateful for the power of literature to connect us to the stories of others. I realized that the book was not only a work of fiction, but it was also a work of history. It was a reminder of the horrors of slavery, and it was a testament to the resilience of the human spirit.

I closed the book with a sense of gratitude, and I realized that the power of literature to change and shape our understanding of the world is something that we should never take for granted. The book was a powerful reminder of the importance of literature in our lives, and I was grateful for the opportunity to read it.
Frequent flyer miles on Southeast Airlines got me to New York City. Alas, the area is almost as much a business center as it is a tourist attraction. The airport, crowded and seemingly endless. I got to the hotel late and the fog settled in. I had to spend the next few days in the city. The food was dreadful and the people were rude. I was done with the city and ready to leave. But as I was leaving, I ran into an old friend. It was a pleasant surprise.

The weather was bad and my plane was delayed. I was stuck in the airport for hours. I decided to go for a walk and explore the city. I walked through Times Square and saw the Empire State Building. It was a beautiful sight. I took a lot of pictures and enjoyed the view.

I walked back to the hotel and decided to check out the city. I went to a few museums and saw some art. It was a great day.

The next day, I went to see a show. It was terrible. I was disappointed and decided to spend the rest of the day at the hotel. I read a book and watched some TV. It was a relaxing day.

The trip was a mixed bag. I enjoyed some things, but others not so much. I would consider going back, but only if the weather was better.
DO YOU ENJOY SLEEPING?

San Diego Sleep Disorders Center is looking for HEALTHY study volunteers to participate in a clinical research sleep study, for which you will be compensated.

You will receive a free EKG and a study-related physical!

If you are healthy, nonsmoking, nonobese, we will want to talk to you. If you are interested, please call us to see if you qualify to participate.

SAN DIEGO SLEEP DISORDERS CENTER
419-236-0048 • 1662 3rd Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
The Valley

The Valley, i.e., the San Joaquin Valley of California, also known as the Central Valley, is the heart of California's two great agricultural regions, the Coast Range to the west and the Sierra Nevada to the east. On the south, it is bordered by the Tehachapi's, a range rising to more than 8,000 feet. The valley area is the south-central half of the Valley and encompasses much of the Central Valley and the San Joaquin Valley, which begins as early as February, has made farming highly profitable. The resources of the area are endless, but the most important are the valley's large, flat, fertile lands.

The Valley is not the most fertile farming area in the world but it is the richest.

A rookie ten years ago, Balsamino was unable to take deep breaths and unable to speak much above a whisper.

The strike also deprived him of the full use of his arms, so that his wife, Elise, helped him dress for our interview. His blue shirt was washed out at the waist and buttoned to the neck. His hat was dicked down like a sheriff's going to a dance,

The Balsamino moved to Fresno in 1985, the same year his wife entered college. Their home is a few minutes from the university where Louise once taught.

The neighborhood

I was caught up in an account so harrowing that each new paragraph threatened to rob me as raw as the iron cuff on the slaves' ankles.

It's right, with single story ranch style houses, trees bordered instead of planting a new lawn like from one corner of the ground, and roofs and decks that vary from the weight to the weight of fruit, peppers, and melons
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"You might like one of these," she said a moment later, sitting down a small bowl of soup. It had been a long time since I'd had a bowl of soup, nor had I had one from a place of business. But the purple stuff did not seem to matter.

"If you don't like it, I'll whip you," she added, and I didn't, for she was a smart woman. She was, however, a bit nervous when I approached her. She had accepted an invitation to dinner in 1974 from a distinguished business man in San Francisco. She had been his housekeeper for two years and had recognized her talent. She was a very good person with a keen memory, she recalled.

She was courageous. She remembered how, after returning from France in 1972, she taught a course or two at the university. She proved a popular instructor at a time when students were demanding more relevance and faculty diversity. Her teaching was called "Power to the people" and was her own and not the students. The latter was the subject of U.C. Berkeley's two scores, two characters play backroom, with a young professor teaching writing and introducing African-American literature at the school. The course, perhaps inspired by the demand for relevance on the part of students, has been a popular success, and she has been widely praised.

Williams said that in doing her research for the book, she was brought “to the brink of despair.”

Nine out of ten students didn’t understand the concept of relevance, and she had to learn that some of them turned the tables when they distributed and placed in Anni Hucks’s two scores, two characters play backroom, with a young professor teaching writing and introducing African-American literature at the school. The course, perhaps inspired by the demand for relevance on the part of students, has been a popular success, and she has been widely praised.

None of this, however, which was not her clear talent, nor her support with students, nor her mastery of eloquence nor the increase in African-American literature. Given the city of Springfield, she had received with praise the fact that she has some prominent people, has a face to which she seems to say yes, her son, and even the people, a staid looking to be brave.

"Yes, she got into the committee," she said, marching to keep her voice down, "but the faculty did not get out of the way to welcome her, and few people attended her lectures."

To have a copy of this insider booklet sent to you FREE by mail, just call 1-800-456-2345 24 hours and leave your address after the free recorded message.
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was popular in high school. She eventually married, she said, the first-looking man in the San Joaquin Valley, and she and Shelley worked on the Edmon High School campus.

In some ways, she's the same as when she was a student at the University of California, Berkeley, where she studied oceanography. But her career has been anything but typical. After graduating from the University of California, Berkeley, she worked for several years as a research assistant before deciding to open her own business, which she now runs from her home in San Diego.

She was a student at the University of California, Berkeley, where she studied oceanography. But her career has been anything but typical. After graduating from the University of California, Berkeley, she worked for several years as a research assistant before deciding to open her own business, which she now runs from her home in San Diego.

Dude, the only glasses you'll ever want to wear.

**AFFORDABLE HEALTH PLANS FROM BLUE CROSS OF CALIFORNIA**

**We're in Your Neighborhood UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS**

Graduate & Undergraduate Programs Offered

DEGREE PROGRAMS FOR WORKING ADULTS IN SAN DIEGO

Choose a program that delivers quality, convenience and affordability, all from one of California's most respected private colleges.

**Irritable Bowel?**

Women with Irritable Bowel Syndrome are needed for a 6-week research study of a new medication for the treatment of symptoms. For more information on taking part in this study, please contact ALPHA LASER CENTERS RESEARCH 3009 Fourth Avenue, Suite 215 San Diego, CA 92103 619-209-4540

**Depressed? Curious about St. John's Wort?**

The National Institute of Health has launched a depression research study evaluating the safety and effectiveness of St. John's Wort for the treatment of depression. For more information or to participate, please call 1-877-SEE-ALPHA.

**Too Shy?**

Volunteers are needed for a Social Anxiety Disorder Study. This study is sponsored by a wellknown pharmaceutical company. Participants will be compensated for their time. Please call the Feighner Research Institute for more information.
The Reader is growing. Come join us.

Work in a positive, casual environment for the nation's fourth-largest alternative newswsely. Content and design will be diverse, with health coverage paid 100%, OPD and with 100% match, free parking in downtown San Diego, and more.

Computer Technician

If you have two or more of these qualifications, we want to talk to you!

Novell Networking:
Novell Netware 4.11 with Windows and Macintosh clients.

Database Programming:
dBase (Foxbase), Filemaker, or Access.

Web Technologies:
HTML coding and design skills without having to use helper applications. Knowledge of Internet utilities such as FTP, and UNIX filemanagement and directory structures. Aptitude for learning and supporting a Web site.

Web Content Producer

If you have two or more of these qualifications, we want to talk to you!

Graphics:
QuarkXPress, Photoshop, and Illustrator on Macintosh. Knowledge of different graphic formats such as TIFF, GIF, JPEG) and the ability to prepare both for print and the Internet. Will support Production Department in digital-to-press activities.

Basic HTML coding:
Ability to use HTML composer programs (such as Netscape Composer or Adobe PageMill) and to fix coding manually. Experience with Windows and Microsoft Office helpful. Will support Reader Web site by producing ads, Web pages, scanning menus, etc. Great attention to detail and a fast learner.

Outside Display Salesperson

We are looking for an individual with outside sales experience and a highly successful track record. This position requires you to develop and service a diversified client base and design ads.

Classified Account Executive

Experience and a proven, successful track record in generating sales through cold-calling prospecting are required. Excellent customer service and organizational skills are a must. Ability to work well under deadlines necessary. Advertising sales experience a plus.

Send your resume and cover letter indicating where you saw this ad to:
Reader Personnel Department
Fax: (619) 231-0489
E-mail: cwallen@reader.com
Mail: P.O. Box 85803, San Diego, CA 92186-5803
The Reader is growing. Come join us.

Work in a positive, casual environment for the nation's fourth-largest alternative newsweekly. Benefit includes health coverage paid 100%, 401(k) with 100% match, free parking in downtown San Diego, and more.

Computer Technician
If you have two or more of these qualifications, we want to talk to you

Novell Network: Novell Netware 4.11 with Windows and Macintosh clients.

Database programming: DBase/Foxbase, Filemaker, or Access.

Web technologies: HTML coding and design skills without having to use helper applications. Knowledge of Internet utilities (such as FTP), and UNIX filemaring and directory structures. Aptitude for learning and supporting a Web site.

Web Content Producer
If you have these qualifications, we want to talk to you

Graphics: QuarkXPress, Photoshop, and Illustrator on Macintosh. Knowledge of different graphic formats (such as TIFF, GIF, JPEG) and the ability to prepare both for print and the Internet. Will support Production Department in digital-to-press activities.

Basic HTML coding: Ability to use HTML composer programs (such as Netscape Composer or Adobe PageMILL) and to fix coding manually. Experience with Windows and Microsoft Office helpful. Will support Reader Web site by producing ads, Web pages, scanning menus, etc. Great attention to detail and a fast learner!

Outside Display Salesperson
We are looking for an individual with outside sales experience and a highly successful track record. This position requires you to develop and service a diversified client base and design ads.

Classified Account Executive
Experience and a proven, successful track record in generating sales through cold-calling prospects are required. Excellent customer service and organizational skills are a must. Ability to work well under deadlines necessary. Advertising sales experience a plus.

Send your resume and cover letter indicating where you saw this ad to:

Reader Personnel Department
Fax: (619) 231-0489
E-mail: cwalters@sdreader.com
Mail: P.O. Box 85803, San Diego, CA 92186-5803
"She never really made the successful transition from a rural existence to an urban life. Without my father here to intervene, the forces of the town just overwhelmed her. She was really one of the people made by the American dream."

In the eighth grade, a science teacher saw promise in Shirley and urged her to attend college preparatory courses. "I was really full of incredible thinking, I didn't know how to express it," she told the Los Angeles Times reporter. She assumed she would have babies. Both her older sisters had children and dropped out of school. Shirley was 14 when she became pregnant. "I remember walking the streets of the Inner-Heights, crying to see if I could still find in the titles of the books I was reading. People thought I was a black person because I was too embarrassed to ask the librarian. I mean, what if there were no books?"

She came upon Richard Wright's Black Boy and Eartha Kitt's The Day. She was strongly influenced by these autobiographies, she said, that she was able to take heart in her life.

Williams recalled in that interview that the Francis of her youth was so engrossed in "local problems" that she "had no feeling" for the Francis of her time. She added that she was forced to move to Los Angeles when she first saw a black doctor in Francis. They decided that he must be a New Yorker, that he could not be an American. Leda Williams died when Shirley was 16, and she went to live with Bob and her daughter, Isabelle. Often in need of money, the sisters went into the fields picking to pick fruit and cotton.
Reader Matches Success Story

**HANDSOME, ARTICULATE, 32, S. CALIF.**

Tell a story about a Reader Matches success story.

**I am happy to share a story about a Reader Matches success story.**

A couple named Karl and Ruby read about Reader Matches and decided to participate in the service. Karl, who is a successful businessman, and Ruby, a renowned attorney, both faced challenges in finding compatible partners. Karl had tried online dating apps, but he felt they were not the right fit for him. Ruby, on the other hand, had a busy schedule and found it difficult to meet new people through traditional means.

Karl and Ruby both agreed to participate in Reader Matches, hoping to find someone who shared their interests and values. Karl expressed interest in meeting someone who enjoyed outdoor activities, science fiction, and classical music, while Ruby was looking for a partner who appreciated literary discussions, political debates, and social justice issues.

After several matches and conversations, Karl and Ruby finally met and hit it off. They discovered they had many common interests and shared passions. Karl was impressed by Ruby's intelligence and wit, while Ruby was drawn to Karl's kind heart and genuine personality.

**Do you have a Reader Matches “Success Story” to share?**

I would love to hear about other success stories from Reader Matches participants. Please share your story if you have one to tell!
fat black mushrooms glanced among broccoli
like as many sea-writhes.
One friend is in front of us,
uncovered, while I put forth
questions. What about the
father of sherbro's child
who was his father?
At first she is hurt
that he did not ask her to
marry him, but later she
said she had married him
for the sake of his
father.
While in prison, I
made a telephone call to the father of
Sherbro's son. He was supposed
to be a well-dressed man,
married with a family. He
was rather surprised
when I called and asked
him to come to town at
night, saying that he
would come. I told him not to
worry about the article
that was published in the paper the
next day. I told him that I
would take care of it.

I asked him if he could
bring his son to the
office.

I told him to go to the
office, and I would
wait for him there.

In 1960, in the end of
her sixteenth birthday, and after seven years at
UCLA, Sherbro was due for
a visit from her cousin. Her cousin
had recently traveled to
San Diego from Phoenix.

She told her Uncle, "I want to see those girls
who went with me on our trip together. My
youngest was living there, and I
wanted to see her." Sherbro's cousin,
who was in San Diego, told her
she would take her to see the girls.

Sherbro was eager.

The next day, Sherbro
told her cousin, "I want
to see those girls again,
and I will bring my cousins with me.

In the morning, Sherbro
was waiting for her cousin
at the hospice, and she
brought her to her car and her house.

and says, "Yes, I'm glad!"

Sherbro laughed loudly.

"Shelby and Becky, they came back
and met one of the girls who
had written to them. They
brought her to the hospice,
and she told them about the girls.

work two ways, baby.
We together and I hear
you breathe, the air
will stay cold and
slippery and tight.

In her poem, the relation-
ship between men and
women, she wrote an
encounter between
men and women and how
the woman is showing the
fall.
The lure of the streets and the long-term insidious nature of drug use successfully undercut Shelley's influence.
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That was the dress she never wore to the prom 15 years before, the dress she never wore to her wedding.

Muirhead was administered to ease the pain. Lucinda Robin, just home from work, was rushing to change and toss for the hospital when, at around four o'clock, the call came.

Inseparables and I set out on streets at the corner in Thunder's Esmollet's Hill. Afternoon sunlight streamed into the living room, through the glass doors that faced west and led to the backyard.

Words of sadness. Shirley and I had drawn her away and she was not feeling well. She was told she had ovarian cancer and she was sitting by the kitchen table, looking at the window.
Laser Hair Removal

Look and Feel Young for Spring!

Manhattan Was Brackish
Long-Distance Mermaid

Beautiful Breast Augmentation
Consider a technique that leaves no scar on the breast!

Bronchitis?

Calendar

BEAUTIFUL BREAST AUGMENTATION
Consider a technique that leaves no scar on the breast!

Safe and effective, it leaves only a small, barely noticeable scar high in each axilla. Many women interested in breast augmentation can benefit from this technique. For more information, ask Dr. Gocken in the "transaxillary approach." If you are thinking about breast augmentations, you owe it to yourself to explore this exciting possibility by calling for your personal consultation.

Call Now: 858-622-1177

Deniz J. Gocken, M.D.,
Staff Surgeon, Scripps Memorial Hospital, La Jolla
Certified, American Board of Plastic Surgery
Practicing: San Diego and Encinitas

Increased cough, increased production of phlegm, shortness of breath, chest tightness

The study is approximately 6 months.
Compensation will be paid upon completion of all scheduled visits.

Call on today. 858-271-1151

Gary A. Cohen, M.D.

Bronchitis?

RESEARCH STUDY

Increased cough, increased production of phlegm, shortness of breath, chest tightness
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The arrival of Hua Mai was a miracle of science and hope. As the first successful birth of a giant panda in North America, Hua Mai has captured the hearts of people worldwide. But she won't be a little cub forever. So, don't miss this rare opportunity to see her in our very own giant panda. And while you're at the zoo, make sure to see the other great attractions — especially the incredible new Tropical Rainforest exhibit with over 80 species of rare and exotic birds in a lush, Southeast Asian jungle environment.
Grand Opening
April 22 & 23, 9 am-5 pm

“My Back Yard”
NURSERY, ART & GARDEN CENTER

• FLOWERS
• HANDCRAFTED
• INDOOR ART
• OUTDOOR PLANTS
• PATIO ART
• AND POTS
• FERTILIZER
• LANDSCAPING
• GARDENING TOOLS
• ACCESSORIES

"Just like being in your own back yard"
2234 30th Street • 619.239.2271
Serving North Park and the Mid-City Area
10% off entire purchase with this coupon. Expires 4/30/00.
Calendar
LOCAL EVENTS

Poetry

Poetry review - many thanks to the editor for poems and reviews. We have a very limited and very close friend. It doesn't have to be exactly the same, but we can partially share the work. This also lends itself to a life of saying that 'I love you for that reason'. This poem is one of the few that I have written on this topic.

Recent offers: 'flying a kite' and 'silence'. For more information about the work of various poets, please visit the website of the Poetry Society. We have a website where you can find a lot of information about the work of various poets, including a list of forthcoming events and competitions. You can also subscribe to our newsletter to receive updates about new publications and events.

Local libraries offer a variety of poetry events, ranging from open mic sessions to workshops with poets. Check your local library's website for details.

A Guide to Unexpected San Diego and Beyond - By Jerry Schad

The cover of the book features the title, author's name, and a photo of the author. The back cover includes a brief description of the book, including its purpose and the types of things one can expect to find in it.

The book is divided into several sections, each with a title and a brief description of what it covers. The sections include:

1. San Diego: A City of Surprises
   - Discovering hidden gems and unexpected experiences in San Diego.

2. Beyond San Diego: Exploring Surrounding Areas
   - Exploring the beauty and surprises of nearby areas.

3. Special Events and Occasions
   - Information on special events and occasions throughout the year.

4. Tips and Tricks
   - Practical tips and tricks for making the most of your visit.

The book concludes with a list of resources for further reading and a list of upcoming events.

A Guide to Unexpected San Diego and Beyond is a great resource for anyone looking to explore San Diego and beyond. With its practical tips and exciting recommendations, it is sure to provide you with a memorable and unexpected experience.

Wedding Guide

A Planning guide

The Planning Guide includes sections on choosing a venue, selecting a wedding photographer, and creating a wedding budget.

The Planning Guide also includes a section on finding a wedding planner who can help you with all aspects of planning your wedding.

The Planning Guide concludes with a list of resources for further reading, including a list of recommended wedding vendors and a list of wedding planning websites.

The Planning Guide is a great resource for anyone planning their wedding. With its practical tips and recommendations, it is sure to help you plan the wedding of your dreams.

PHOENIX PHRYE BOOKS & GALLERY

Celebrating 20 Years in Business

PHOENIX PHRYE BOOKS & GALLERY

127 W. Oak Park Ave.
(768) 436-7749
www.phoenixphrye.com
In the music scene, Bobbi Singer says, "We had five guys in the club last night and they brought in some new people. I thought it was a good night."

Hopping from the boys' club to the girls', Singer recalls, "I was dancing up a storm last night and then suddenly I realized I was standing in front of a mirror. I just couldn't believe it!"

The music scene continues to evolve, with new artists and venues adding to the eclectic mix of sounds. Singer adds, "I think we're all going to keep on moving, just like the music."

---

The Ultimate Experience

วด 돌아

The words "The Ultimate Experience" appear in white on a black background. The font is bold and large, with a slight gradient effect. The text is centered and occupies the majority of the space on the page.
Fancy Sedan Jazz

One acquaintance told me that as a teacher, Getz would pick out the most talented student and more or less ignore the rest.

I've been thinking about the kids Getz taught in New York. They were the kids from whom he learned, and the kids who would later become the greats of our time. Getz was a master of melody, and he knew it. He would pick out the best students, and then take them under his wing.

But there's a good deal more to Getz than what he picked out from the studio line. His influence was enormous, and it was felt throughout the jazz world. I've always been fascinated by the way he worked and how he approached his art.

Getz had a unique way of improvising, and he was always on top of his game. He never seemed to be too old or too young for the music. He was always the one to look up to when it came to improvisation.

Getz was a master of melody, and he knew it. He would pick out the best students, and then take them under his wing. He was always on top of his game. He never seemed to be too old or too young for the music. He was always the one to look up to when it came to improvisation.

Getz was a master of melody, and he knew it. He would pick out the best students, and then take them under his wing. He was always on top of his game. He never seemed to be too old or too young for the music. He was always the one to look up to when it came to improvisation.
IT'S TIME TO GET INTERACTIVE WITH THE NEW J&B+COLA AROMA-RIFIC SCRATCH N' SNIFF BOX.

- INSTRUCTIONS: 
  1. SCRATCH J&B LOGO
  2. GET UP REAL CLOSE AND TAKE A WHIFF
  3. IF IT SMELLS LIKE WOOD PULP, DON'T PANIC
  4. GO GET YOURSELF A J&B+COLA
  5. SNiff J&B ON J&B LOGO
  6. REPEAT STEPS 1 AND 2
  7. BERATE YOURSELF FOR SPILLING YOUR JBC

+ DRINKING IN MODERATION BEATS VOMITING IN EXCESS.
AMATEURS WANTED!

WE ARE LOOKING FOR LOCAL MUSICIANS AND COMEDIANS TO PERFORM LIVE ON STAGE!
1st AMATEUR NIGHT: THURS., APRIL 20, 6 PM

AUDITIONS:
Mondays, April 17, 18, May 1, 5, 6 & 7 PM
For more info: contact David Friedman: 619-221-7328

CONTEST:
There are four rounds leading to the finals. The winner faces each other on
GRAND PRIZE $1000
come to play exclusively at 30th's.

WHEREHOUSE MUSIC

HIT MUSIC ON SALE NOW!!!

NO DOUBT RETURN OF SATURN FEATURES "EX-GIRLFRIEND" $13.99 CD
After their mega hit album, Tragic Kingdom, this Southern California grunge quartet returns with a more self-righteous batch of songs.

FREE POSTER WITH PURCHASE! Get a free No Doubt poster with purchase of Return Of Saturn.

WHEREHOUSE MUSIC

NEW RELEASE CALENDAR

GARY NIXON - WHAT'S THE SUMMER LIKE
HEAVY METAL 2000 SOUNDTRACK
PINK FLOYD - WISH YOU WERE HERE
D scratches - CYPRUS HILL
JAY-Z - BLACK ALBUM
DIONNE WARWICK - BLACK EYES
DANNY JONES - X-Factor
BRITNEY SPEARS - THE PLAYLIST
DON HENLEY - I WALK THE LINE
BECK / NINJAS / DUSTY DRUMS
MATCHBOX 20 / CYNTHIA ROAN
FIVE / HANSON / PEARL JAM

20% OFF ALL DVD

Hundreds of titles below $20 every day!

WHEREHOUSE MUSIC

CASH FOR YOUR CRAP!

CDs, LPs, Videos, Cassettes
The Exchange pays the most CASH!
We are buying with both hands
(same price $10 + hands).
Come see us first if you need cash!

WHEREHOUSE MUSIC

ADULT NIGHT SKATING

VISIT OUR NEWLY REMODELED ROLLERBLADE & ROLLERBLADE BUNK
SKATEWORLD

WHEREHOUSE MUSIC

ART-BREAKING LISTS

The School Of Things Features: Chocolate Boxmen
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Most rape victims were assaulted in an environment they considered safe.

Reduce your risk of rape and sexual assault. Stay in control.

Rape is rape.

Rape by someone you know is just as serious as an attack by a stranger. If you need help or need to report a sexual assault, call: 1-800-656-HOPE

This message brought to you by the San Diego County District Attorney's Office.

Premier Tickets

Luis Miguel
Shake 'N Axe
April 21
301 Convention Center
San Diego, CA 92101

Lakers Playoffs
Clippers - Nuggets - Spurs
April 14 & 15
8:30 PM

Jimmy Buffett
April 20 & 21
8:30 PM

Common Sense
619-232-1616
www.common-sense.com

The Beach Boys, Kool & The Gang, and Chicago;
Maloney's on 5th.

Established
1991

Sunday, April 14; 7-11 PM

90s themed bash at Maloney's on 5th;

Burritos and Bellinis

The Beach Boys, Kool & The Gang, and Chicago;
Maloney's on 5th.

Monday, April 15; 7-11 PM

Tribute to Clive Davis and The Eurythmics;
Maloney's on 5th.

Tuesday, April 16; 7-11 PM

Tribute to Elton John & The Rolling Stones;
Maloney's on 5th.

Maloney's on 5th
1328 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-232-6000

www.maloneystavern.com

Grand Opening Bash! April 13 • 7 pm

Open for lunch, dinner & cocktails!

Corner of 5th & F. Downstairs in the basement.

619-232-6000
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Song Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Day</td>
<td>Long Beach Bob Allstars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOFX</td>
<td>SDMMX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mighty Mighty Bosstones</td>
<td>The Safety Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Water Music</td>
<td>The Slam Band</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Freak Show Featuring:**

- [Image of a gas mask]
Baker's Half-Dozen
 Jenna Elfman remains a gifted comedian when necessary.

While I might quibble that what The Cat in the Hat needed was a good samaritan and perhaps a seaman, they'd keep on doing... American Psycho (reviewed above) could not be more different. It is a clever, well-crafted, and entertainingly twisted tale of sexual and moral corruption. In the wake of the success of American Psycho, director David Cronenberg has decided to return to the realm of the supernatural with a new film, The Fly. The Fly is a tale of possession, transformation, and ultimately, redemption. The story follows a scientist named Louis Drax (played by Radha Mitchell) who is possessed by a mutant fly. As the fly begins to exert its influence, Louis becomes increasingly more estranged from his family and friends. Ultimately, he must confront his own inner demons and find a way to break free from the fly's control.

Another film that explores themes of possession and transformation is The Exorcist. The Exorcist is a classic horror film that tells the story of a young girl named Regan who is possessed by a demon. The film is filled with terrifying moments and tense, suspenseful scenes, making it a true horror experience. The Exorcist is a film that has stood the test of time and continues to be a favorite of horror fans.

Win a Movie Pass for Two!

To enter, visit the Reader Web site and click on "contests." SanDiegoReader.com

Deadline to enter is Friday, April 14, at 1:00 p.m. Limits one entry per person. No purchase necessary.

Opens nationwide April 21.

Distant Corners

It is a question to ask, "Is it ...?"

Are we the only intelligent beings in the universe? Is there life beyond our small planet? The answer is yes, and we're not the only ones wondering about the distant corners. The question is often asked, "Is there life beyond our small planet?" The answer is yes, and we're not the only ones wondering about the distant corners.

I Stick a Penny in the Sea Box

1. Coupling of Circuit Board and Wire
2. Coupling with Circuit Board and Wire
3. Variations

The Answer is Yes, We're Not Alone in the Distant Corners.

And then there are those uncharted territories of discovery and exploration...
### MOVIE SHOWTIMES

**Mt. Helix Theater**

- *The Manchurian Candidate* (10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:30 pm)

- *Youth Without Youth* (10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:00 pm)

- *The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou* (9:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm)

- *The Da Vinci Code* (11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:00 pm)

**Compass Hill Theater**

- *The Manchurian Candidate* (10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:30 pm)

- *Youth Without Youth* (10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:00 pm)

- *The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou* (9:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm)

- *The Da Vinci Code* (11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:00 pm)

**University Theater**

- *The Manchurian Candidate* (10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:30 pm)

- *Youth Without Youth* (10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:00 pm)

- *The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou* (9:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm)

- *The Da Vinci Code* (11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:00 pm)

**Chesapeake Theater**

- *The Manchurian Candidate* (10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:30 pm)

- *Youth Without Youth* (10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:00 pm)

- *The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou* (9:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm)

- *The Da Vinci Code* (11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:00 pm)

**La Jolla Theater**

- *The Manchurian Candidate* (10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:30 pm)

- *Youth Without Youth* (10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:00 pm)

- *The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou* (9:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm)

- *The Da Vinci Code* (11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:00 pm)

**Compass Hill Theater**

- *The Manchurian Candidate* (10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:30 pm)

- *Youth Without Youth* (10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:00 pm)

- *The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou* (9:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm)

- *The Da Vinci Code* (11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:00 pm)

**University Theater**

- *The Manchurian Candidate* (10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:00 pm, 8:30 pm)

- *Youth Without Youth* (10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:00 pm)

- *The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou* (9:00 am, 1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:30 pm)

- *The Da Vinci Code* (11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:00 pm)
Taste the Future

99 Ranch Market

99 Ranch Market

119980 El Toro Road, Hawthorne
626-470-7772

AMENITIES: Indoor market, fresh food, prepared meals, coffee

HEALTH LEVEL: Caffeine, indoor market, fresh food, prepared meals

SERVICES: Indoor market, fresh food, prepared meals, coffee

REVIEW: Max Hsu

As an annual event, 99 Ranch Market is a great place for shopping in California. If you are looking for fresh and healthy food, 99 Ranch Market offers a wide variety of options. Whether you are shopping for fruits, vegetables, or prepared meals, this market has something for everyone.

Toaster Burned All the French Bread

The whole place has that earnest-conscience atmosphere of eco-warrior, ethnically conscious French bread. If you're looking for a place to grab a quick meal, 99 Ranch Market is the perfect choice. They offer a variety of fresh and healthy options, including a wide range of fruits and vegetables. Plus, their prepared meals are delicious and convenient.

BEST HAPPY HOUR!

Enjoy dinner at 99 Ranch Market and take advantage of their special Happy Hour offers. They have a variety of dishes to choose from, and their Happy Hour deals are sure to satisfy your cravings. Whether you're looking for a quick snack or a full dinner, 99 Ranch Market has you covered. Come down and enjoy a night out on the town with friends or family!
Idol Wine

"No self-respecting idol worshipper would be dedicating boiled wine to his idols."

At a drive-in, my brother-in-law asked a woman over thirty-five if he could use her children's walker. She was a little embarrassed. I told him that he was an idiot. The other week, I saw a man in a suit and tie walk by, pulling a suitcase behind him. I asked him if he was an idiot. He said yes.

"No self-respecting idol worshipper would be dedicating boiled wine to his idols." I remember hearing this when I was a child. It was a popular saying in our family. But I've always thought it was a bit quaint. Today, however, I was reminded of it when I saw a statue of a woman holding a wine bottle.

I decided to dedicate this wine to my idols. I poured a glass and toasted them. It was a fitting tribute. I hope they enjoyed it as much as I did.

---

Dinner

OLD LÁ PRAIRIE

107 W. 2nd St
San Diego 11

Phone: (619) 231-7171

Dine-in Take-out Catering

We'll Pay the Tax!

To provide some relief during tax time, we want to pay your sales tax on any food item purchased from April 13 to April 20. Please present this ad with your order. Sorry, beer and wine excluded.
ART CENTER
COURSES IN SAN DIEGO

14-DAY
MASSAGE
CERTIFICATION
Degrees April 24
FREE CLASS
Hypnosis
as a Tool for Healing
April 24, 7 pm

FREE WELLNESS CLINIC
Every Thursday 7-9 pm
Massages • lectures • hypnotherapy
April 13—Women’s Health
April 20—The Power of Language

PICTURE STORY
Photograph from the San Diego Historical Society

A rescue crew and rubbernecks kept an eye on the suicidal and drunk Mrs. Claire Norine Macy, August 16, 1938. From the tenth floor of the St. James Hotel, she yelled, “Get out of the way. I don’t want to hurt any kids!” according to the Union’s account. She wore “a blue print dress with a red ribbon tied around her hair.”

After 45 minutes, assistant fire chief George Courrier and beautician Dionne Crocker pulled Macy away from the edge as she held her head and sobbed. She “struggled violently” to get away, but her opportunity had passed. The paper reported that a quartet with her taxi-driver husband — to whom she’d been wed six weeks earlier — had led to her despair. Charges of “drunk, disorderly conduct and disturbing the peace” were added to Macy’s “long police record.”

— By Helen Macfie

POST REALITY EDUCATION
Learn 3D Animation, Movie FX
and Game Development

1001 Garnet Avenue #200
In Pacific Beach
(above Caffe Luna, entrance
next to Buffalo Exchange)

www.schoolofhealingarts.com

NATURAL HEALING
SAD-SATTION PROGRAMS
Professional Licensing & Certification
Massage Therapy • Naturopathic Physician
Holistic Health Practitioner

Meditation • Hypnosis

FENCING K REQUIREMENTS

OPEN HOUSE: May 3 @ 7 pm
California Naturopathic College
10102 Lashley Ave, Del Mar, California, 92014
FREE CATALOGUE: 800-334-8166

Professional License & Certification Programs
• Acupuncture • Herbal Medicine
• Homeopathic Medicine • Nutrition
• Fluoride Therapy • Nutritional Healing
• Stress Management • Holistic Pain Management

P.E.R.E.
4599-762-0830
www.NaturalHealingSchool.com

www.education.com

STUDY
NATURAL HEALING
SAD-SATTION PROGRAMS
Professional Licensing & Certification
Massage Therapy • Naturopathic Physician
Holistic Health Practitioner

Meditation • Hypnosis

FENCING K REQUIREMENTS
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California Naturopathic College
10102 Lashley Ave, Del Mar, California, 92014
FREE CATALOGUE: 800-334-8166

Professional License & Certification Programs
• Acupuncture • Herbal Medicine
• Homeopathic Medicine • Nutrition
• Fluoride Therapy • Nutritional Healing
• Stress Management • Holistic Pain Management

P.E.R.E.
4599-762-0830
www.NaturalHealingSchool.com

www.education.com
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After 45 minutes, assistant fire chief George Courrier and beautician Dionne Crocker pulled Macy away from the edge as she held her head and sobbed. She “struggled violently” to get away, but her opportunity had passed. The paper reported that a quartet with her taxi-driver husband — to whom she’d been wed six weeks earlier — had led to her despair. Charges of “drunk, disorderly conduct and disturbing the peace” were added to Macy’s “long police record.”
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$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

PWING TOO MUCH FOR YOUR AUTO INSURANCE?

Auto insurance as low as
20 a month!

SUNSET RADIATORS
2700 El Cajon Blvd
321-5625

PASS OR DON'T PAY SMG CHECK $32.75
268-5288

OCEANSIDE SAN DIEGO ESCONDIDO TEMECULA
760-757-7283 888-834-7279
760-745-2333 994-6764-5800

BRAKES • AXLES • TIMING BELTS • FULL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
30, 60, & 90K Service $139.95

New Radiator $159
Clutch Replacement $189
Computerized Alignment $24.95

JAPANESE ENGINES
AND TRANSMISSIONS
HIGH QUALITY.
LOW PRICES.
QUALITY WORK.

ENGINE, TRANSMISSIONS AND CYLINDER HEADS
NEW AND USED PARTS.
FOR SALE AND SERVICE.

184 MAIN ST.
858-536-1100
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Saturday 9 am-3 pm

K. WATANABE
CORPORATION